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ABSTRACT

A new mode of external-field programming for setting up a reversed-

field pinch (RFP) is tested in STP-1. It involves creating an initial

plasma with a screw pinch followed by external-field reversal. The program

is done carefully so as to satisfy the equilibrium relation with respect to

the minor radius throughout the setting-up phase. Increase of the trapped

flux in the plasma by a factor of two is consequently attained, as compared

with previous usual programming mode. Actually, at a plasma current of 58

kA, a stable operation time of 13 usec is achieved with a density of 3.5 x

10 cm and a temperature of 20 eV. After 13 ysec stable operation time,

the plasma is suddenly crashed down by a violent MHD instability. One

dimensional stability analysis based on ideal MHD model is applied to the

experimental results. It is found that the instability is m = 1 resistive

tearing mode under the influence of viscosity. Using the new programming

high current operation at 110 kA is done and results in higher plasma
IS "i

temperature and density of 40 eV and 4.5 x 10 cm" , respectively. The

duration of stable discharge, however, is limited to about 10 psec, in spite

of the expected longer confinement time at the higher temperature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of a high 3 plasma confinement are important to achieve

economic fusion reactor since its output power scales with square of 3

value. The reversed-field pinch (RFP) has been received much attention as

one of possible methods to obtain a high 3 toroidal plasma. As is known in

RFP, the plasma stability relays on high magnetic shear which is produced

by reversed toroidal field outside the plasma. Theoretical prediction tells

that RFP can be stable up to 3 of 0.3 with the aid of a conducting copper

shell. It is also expected that RFP may have a big advantage over tokamak

since high joule heating current is achieved above Kruscal-Shafranov limit

enough to get ignition. In the original RFP experiment of Zeta, stable

RFP configuration is created spontaneously by an unstable plasma motion

itself. In recent experiments, ' however, it is often produced by rapid

field programming for avoiding strong plasma-wall interaction caused by

necessary unstable plasma motion for setting up in spontaneous way. Thus

it becomes important in the programmed RFP to control the field in order to

maintain plasma equilibrium and stability in the setting-up phase. In sec-

tion 3 a new field programming is described, in which the above-mentioned

factors are taken into account. In section 4, a study of MHD instability

which destroys a stable RFP discharge is given. In order to study the basic

property of this instability, one dimensional ideal MHD stability analysis '

is done. The results are compared with observed various quantities originat-

ing from the instability. High current operation is examined in section 5,

whose current density of 4 kA-cm is an interesting one for a compact

ohmically heated RFP reactor?' A reactor study pointed out that the plasma

diameter necessary for RFP reactor scales sensitively with the plasma

current density. It is calculated that the current density required for a
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-2compact RFP reactor must exceed 3 kA-cm .

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

As can be seen from the schematic drawing of Fig.1, STP-1 is small but

the design exhibits a high degree of flexibility. The quartz torus has a

major and a minor radius of 12 cm and 4.2 cm, respectively. The inner radius

of the copper shell is 4.75 cm. Attached power crowbar systems for both 6-

and z-circuits with extremely low leakage inductance transformer make it
g\

possible to program a variety of fields:' Measurements of plasma current

I , toroidal magnetic field at the wall Bfi and total magnetic flux inside

copper shell $t are obtained by Rogowskii coil and one-turn loop winded

around the minor radius of the shell. Three vector components of toroidal

(B t), poloidal (B ) and radial field (B ) are observed by small four pick-up

coil inserted into plasma. Electron line density along vertical direction

is measured by He-Ne laser Michelson interferometer. In our experiment low-

and high-current operations are examined. The time sequences are given in

Fig.2. Deuterium gas is introduced into the discharge tube through a fast

acting gas valve. The initial gas pressure in the tube is varied from 1.7 x
-2 -2

10 torr to 6.0 x 10 torr. Electron gun is used to help the break-down

of the filling gas. Pre-ionization is made by stabilized z-pinch. Further

ionization and pre-heating are accomplished by screw pinch. The main

parameters of STP-1 are listed in Table 1. Figure 3 shows typical wave

forms of I , B and $ t in low-current operation. When a RFP-field is set

up, the peak plasma current and the average peak current density are 58 kA

and 2 kA-cm , respectively. After the maximum current is attained, crowbar

timing of I is purposely delayed for 5 ysec in order to avoid the increase

of pinch-ratio 9. On the other hand the peak plasma current and the average
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peak current density of high current operation are 110 kA and 4 kA-cm" ,

respectively. The typical waveforms of I , Bg and *t in high current opera-

tion are shown in Fig.4.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF NEWLY PROPOSED OPERATION

STP-1 has been operated with three different programming modos,

including the newly proposed one (S-mode) in addition to the two previously

studied ones (C-mode and M-mode). Typical time sequences of these different

programming modes are shown in Fig.5. The present S-mode is carefully

programmed for plasma to satisfy the equilibrium relation during both

screw pinch and reversed-field setting-up phase. The equilibrium relation,

Bp + Be = 2 V P >

where B is external toroidal field, B poloidal one, B. internal toroidal

one and P is plasma pressure. Actual waveforms of I , B and *t are shown

in Fig.3. Pre-ionization is made by stabilized z-pinch in toroidal bias

field of 0.48 kG and maximum plasma current of 18 kA by which ionization

rate reaches up to 0.6-0.7. Further ionization and pre-heating are

accomplished by screw-pinch where toroidal field rises from 0.48 kG to 4.5

kG and plasma current I reaches 28 kA in 2.4 ysec and thus fully ionized

plasma ready for RFP-field programming is created. In the screw pinch phase

radial oscillation is observed. Figure 6 shows time evolution of toroidal

field distribution across the plasma normalized by the. vacuum field. Due to

radial oscillation the plasma shows pra- and dia-magnetism alternatively,

which indicate that high density plasma is well developed]0' To produce

RFP configuration, toroidal field at the wall is reversed while plasma
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current I is continued to increase from 28 kA up to 58 kA during the field

reversal. The increase of the plasma current is necessary by about factor

two during the programming for field reversal without violating the equi-

librium relation. As can be seen in Fig.7 which shows time evolution of B

and Bt field profiles, it appears that the expansion of the plasma column

caused by decrease of Bt at the wall is compensated by increase of plasma

current which generates poloidal field. We mention here that in recent

study on HBTX-1 experiment in Culham the programming which starts with screw

pinch is also described. ' However, in Culham case plasma current is not

increased while toroidal field is reversed, which may violate the plasma

equilibrium during RFP setting-up. As is seen in Fig.8, we found that the

present operation has a definite advantage over the C-mode operation tested

in STP-1 since toroidal trapped flux of the present mode is larger by factor

two compared with the one of C-mode. The curves in Fig.8 are obtained under

the restriction of the same charge-up voltage to the capacitor to induce

plamsa current. The other parameters like bias field or program timing are

varied so as to maximize toroidal trapped flux. We believe that this big

difference arises from high ionization degree and temperature due to screw

pinch, which is also effective to induce larger plasma current in the

present mode. The F, 6 diagram ' of the present operation is given in

Fig.9. In the present mode 6 value can be set to be less than 2 when RFP is

set up, while in Culham mode operation in STP-1 it is impossible to make it

less than 2 because of insufficient trapping of toroidal flux in the plasma.

Figure 8(A) shows the field distribution of the present new operation when

RFP configuration is set up. The dotted line shows pressure profile deduced

by the field profiles on the assumption of MHD equilibrium with toroidal

effect taken into account! ' Beta poloidal 3 estimated from the pressure

profile is 0.52. The arrow in Fig.8(A) displays the position of magnetic
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axis estimated from Shafranov's formula;

y
A/b = - ^ Un(b/a) + (3p + -£ - J)(l - (f)2)} (2)

where A is the displacement of the magnetic axis from the center of the

discharge tube, a plasma radius, b shell radius, l^ internal inductance,

and R is major radius. Coincidence of the magnetic axis calculated from

Shafranov's formula with the one measured by magnetic probes may be one of

good evidences that plasma is in equilibrium. With the aid of line density

measurement by He-Ne interferometer, plasma temperature can also be estimated

from the value of plasma pressure. The equality of electron and ion tempera-

ture may be expected, since electron-ion energy equipertition time is

calculated to be about 0.4 usec while e-folding time of ion energy loss due

to thermal conduction is about 1.2 usec for the parameter range interesting

here. The plasma temperature thus estimated is found to be 20 eV when RFP

is set up. The hollow pressure profile is preferable for stability and 3

value of 0.52 satisfies the stability condition for m = 0 mode. Actually

one dimensional ideal MHD stability analysis is done for the field profiles

of Fig.8(A) using a computer code used in Ref.7. It is found that the

plasma should be stable for m = 0 mode but unstable mode exists for m = 1

provided that stability analysis of straight cylinder is also applicable to

fat STP-1 system. In order to treat the toroidal effect simply, we assume

that center of each magnetic surface concentrates on the axis of the cylin-

der. Figure 10 shows the corrected field profile after the above manner.

Small displacement £r distribution for m = 1, k = -8.0 mode, which gives

largest growth rate, is also given in the same figure. Calculated growth

rate for m = 1 mode is shown in Fig.11 curve (A) as a function of wave

number k of toroidal direction. If m = 1 mode is active, B component of
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the field should appear. However in the experiment Br signal is not

apparent at the time when RFP is just created. The reason why Br is not

clearly observed may be believed that B is related to with equation,

- 1 (n»Bp/r " k Bt }

where in the present case ? is localized near singular point, so that the

term in the bracket becomes zero. Although the preferable hollow pressure

profile is maintained for only 2-3 Msec, plasma seems to be grossly stable

for 13 usec until the sharp dip of electron line density appears as is shown

in Fig.3. It is found that the diffusion time of the trapped flux before

the sudden dip of electron line density is not inconsistent with the
14)classical process by a rough estimation neglecting external circuit. ' If

we use the experimental value of T = 20 eV and a (averaged plasma radius)

= 2.3 cm, the classical diffusion time (e = y0a2/(lO-15)) becomes 7.5-11.2

ysec, while the observed e-folding decay time x of the trapped flux is 8.7

ysec, where a denotes the plasma conductivity and the factor (10-15) depends

on the different current distribution.' The appearance of the dip in Fig.3

is coincident with the time when 6 value becomes larger than 2 as is shown

in Fig.9]5)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE INSTABILITY

As is clear from the measurement of electron line density in Fig.3,

plasma is crashed down after the stable discharge time of 13 psec. The

appearance of this instability is coincident with the time when 6 value

becomes larger than 2 as is shown in Fig.9. In our case such instability

appears at wide range of filling gas pressure. Figure 12 shows the relation
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between averaged electron line density n and At where At is a time for the

dip to reach its bottom as is illustrated in Fig.3. In order to study the

instability further, a little larger reversed field is applied because it

triggers much unstable plasma motion which may ease the observation of

detail structure of the instability. Typical waveforms of enhanced

reversed-fieId operation are shown in Fig.13. Measurement of electron line

density at center of the tube along vertical direction and Br at 2.5 cm from

the tube center are also done and their results are given in Figs.l4(A),

(B) respectively. As is seen in B signal, a hump followed by density dip

appears in 20 to 26 ysec. The distributions of B , Bt and P at the time

(21 jjsec) just after the start of the instability are shown in Fig.15. In

this figure there appears a peaking of plasma pressure which may be caused

by peaking of plasma current. According to reference (16), an ideal MHD

calculation may be valid for a study of B profile except near the singular

point where resistivity becomes very important. We can see in reference

(16) several examples of stability calculations based on Force Free Bessel

Function and Pitch Pressure model in which resistivity and viscosity are

taken into account. The MHD stability calculation is also done for this

profiles of Fig.15 in order to know whether observed B profile can be

explained from the ideal MHD calculation. As a result the calculation

shows that the profile is stable for m = 0 mode but is unstable for m = 1

mode, calculated growth rate of which is given by the curve (B) of Fig.11.

Figure 16 shows the corrected field and pressure profiles after Fig.15 and

calculated £ and B distributions for m = 1, k = - 2.8 mode. We choose

k = - 2.8 since it gives largest calculated growth rate. As is seen in

Fig.16 5 r and Br are localized at the central region where Suydam condi-

tion ' is violated because of the peaking of plasma pressure. The dotted

curve in Fig.17 shows observed B r signal distributions over plasma radius
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at 19, 20, 21, 22 ysec after the start of discharge. The solid line shows

the calculated Br profile at 21 ysec. The Br profile has approximate

similarity to the observed one in the sense that both profiles are peaked

at the center. However they do not coincide around the singular point.

If resistivity is included, the term a" ABr should be added to eq.(3), where

a is electrical conductivity and A is Laplacian operater. Therefore B may

not be zero at the singular point. Actually we can see an example ' of

calculation of B profile for low magnetic Raynols' number (s *> TOO) where

B is peaked at the center but not zero near the singular point. So this

mode may be supposed to be m = 1 resistive tearing instability which is

influenced by resistive effect especially at singular point. Calculated

growth rate of 1.5-2.6 x 10 sec" does not agree with the observed growth

rate of 6.7 x 10 sec" attained from the time evolution of B but the

former is larger by factor 2-4 than the latter. The reduction of the growth

rate is considered to come from viscosity effect. According to calculation

also in Ref.16 where viscosity is included, the growth rate is found to be

diminished by about factor 2 compared with ideal MHD case when S value is

as low as 100 like the present case. Therefore the instability which we

are facing now, may be m = 1 resistive tearing mode partially influenced by

viscosity. Figure 14 (C) shows time evolution of the growth rate calculated

with measured equilibrium fields and pressure profile. The growth rate

becomes larger and larger as the discharge proceeds, since the plasma cur-

rent density gradually peakes around the magnetic axis until the current

profile is flattened out by the instability. The increase of the growth

rate is followed by a hump of B signal and a breaking of $+ curve as is* r t

seen in Fig.l4(A). The toroidal flux is generated by the poloidal component

of a plasma current and also by an external coil current. Since external

coil current is quite smooth in the present case, the existence of the
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breaking point on the curve should show that the instability is closely

related to the sudden flux change which is originated by an unstable
18)helical plasma current motion. ' In particular at low filling gas pressure

operation of 1.7 x 10" torr $t curve shows even a hump as in Fig.l3(B).

In this case it can be said that the considerable amount of positive

toroidal flux is generated by the instability.

In the low current operation plasma becomes unstable when the pinch

ratio e exceeds 2. The 6 value gradually increases with the diffusion of

toroidal flux $t trapped in the plasma until the instability occurs. The

diffusion time of the trapped flux is not inconsistent with the time

estimated under the classical process. If the temperature of the initial

plasma is further improved and the increase of 8 value is further reduced,

we could expect longer stable discharge time. Therefore, we increase the

plasma current density by about factor two, expecting to achieve a higher

plasma temperature and a longer confinement time. The typical plasma

current when the reversed field is set up is now 110 kA, which gives average
-2 2and maximum current density of 4 kA-cm and 6 kA-cm , respectively. The

characteristic behavior of B , $ t and I is shown in Fig.4. The He-Ne

laser interferometer output and the soft X-ray as detected by a pin-diode

are also shown in this figure. Compared with the low current density case

the electron density becomes 3.2 times as high as is expected from the

filling pressure. The same phenomenon is described in Ref.19. Figure 18

shows typical profiles of Bt and B fields for high-current operation at

the instant when the reversed field is set up; the dotted line gives the

pressure distribution obtained with the same manner. The average electron
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line density and the electron temperature derived from plasma pressure and

electron line density are 7.5 x 10 -cm and 40 eV, respectively. The

poloidal beta 3 is estimated to be 0.48. The observed position of the

magnetic axis agrees fairly well with that given by the Shafranov's formula.

Also, the plasma becomes highly unstable to m = 1 mode at 10 ysec after the

set-up of the reversed configuration. But the value of B just before the

instability is about 0.8, which satisfies the stability condition for m = 1

ideal MHD mode. A sudden dip of the He-Ne interferometer line density is

also observed with the instability. It should be noted that in high

current operation the one-turn voltage waveform becomes ragged and many

spikes appear while those spikes are flattened out if the peak current is

reduced to 90 kA as shown in Fig.19. Another particular feature of the

high-current case is the appearance of a strong X-ray signal burst which

lasts up to the time where $t is reversed. However, in spite of the

apparent improvement of the plasma temperature, plasma is crashed down by

the instability and stable discharge time is not extend. These may be

caused by the current peaking deduced from the cooling effect near the

plasma surface through the increased plasma-wall interaction. The plasma-

wall interaction may be enhanced by the higher MHD activities as is seen in

Fig.19.

6. CONCLUSION

Using newly proposed mode, RFP configuration is set up and trapping

of toroidal flux is improved by factor 2 compared with the commonly used

previous program. The RFP plasma thus created, has a hollow pressure

profile which is preferable for stability. However the plasma column is

destroyed by strong instability caused by the peaking of plasma current at

the center of plasma at 13 ysec later after the RFP is set up. It is found
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the principal mode of the instability may be m = 1 resistive tearing mode

influenced by viscosity. The measured growth rate is observed to be 2 to

4 times smaller than the one calculated with pure MHD model. We suppose

that the viscosity may reduce the growth rate. ' It can be said that the

change of $t with the instability is closely related to unstable helical

plasma current motion. In our case the change of <!>. is especially remarkable

at operation of low filling gas pressure. Just after PFP is set up, MHD

unstable singular point is yielded localizing near the surface of the

plasma. The existence of unstable region at the plasma surface may contribute

to the peaking of the plasma current. Using the same mode, high current

density operation is also done expecting more longer stable discharge time

because of the higher temperature. However, in spite of apparent improve-

ment of the temperature, stable discharge time is not extended, perhaps

because of the raised level of MHD activities which may induce a larger

trapped flux loss.
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APPENDIX: STABILITY OF RFP

Stability of RFP has been investigated during these twenty years.

Some recent studies * ' include resistivity and viscosity. In this section,

however, descriptions are restricted to ideal MHD theory sicne ideal MHD

stability analysis is used in this paper. Within ideal MHD theory,

stability of a system is described by Newcomb's criterion which is powerful

method based on the hydromagnetic energy principle. When the equilibrium

configuration of the system does not satisfy the Newcomb's criterion, MHD

kink instability may occur. In order to calculate the growth rate and

radial magnetic field B distribution of the instability, we use the follow-

ing formation. The basic equations describing an ideal MHD plasma state

are

p d T = " grad P + ^ x 5 , (A-l)

|§ + div(pv) = 0 , (A-2)

t + v x t = 0 , (A-3)

^ (PP"Y) • 0 , (A-4)

rot t = - ff , (A-5)

rot f = 3 , (A-6)

div t = 0 . (A-7)

Let t be the electric field, t the magnetic field, 3 the current density,
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p the mass density, p the pressure, y the ratio of specific heat and v the

fluid velocity. These equations are written in rationalized Gaussian unit

with c = 1. Mathematically the problem of stability is reduced to the

investigation of small perturbations about an equilibrium state. If the

perturbation amplitudes are snail, the linealized equations of motion may

be used. Let p, p and t represent small deviations from the equilibrium

value p, p and t. The equations describing the static equilibrium are

derived from eqs.(A-l)-(A-7):

3 x £ = grad p , (A-8)

rot $ = .3 , (A-9)

div S = 0 . (A-10)

The linearized equations of eqs.(A-l)-(A-7) can be written in the form:

^ | + d i v (pv) = 0 , (A-ll)

p J£ + grad p = rot t x S + rot B* x t , (A-12)

|| + v grad p + yp div v = 0 , (A-13)

|f = rot (vx!) . (A-14)

Since it is not always convenient to use the velocity v, we treat the dis-

placement £ from an equilibrium position, under the condition of v = sf/3t.

Using this £, eqs.(A-ll), (A-13) and (A-14) can be integrated with respect
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to time as

p = - div (pf) , (A-15)

p = - I grad p - y p div t » (A-16)

t = rot (t x t) . (A-17)

Substitution of these expressions into eq.(A-12) results in a single second

order differential equation of the fonn,

P g^f = t it} = grad (f grad p + y P div f)

+ rot § x rot (| x 5)

+ rot[rot(t x $)] x S . (A-18)

In order to calculate the growth rate and Br profile, we introduce cylin-

drical coordinate r, 6, z about the axis of symmetry. The pressure, the

density, and the magnetic field is assumed to be an only function of r.

The field component B vanishes and the components B0 and B depend only on

r. The current density in the plasma is determined by Maxwell's equation

(A-6); the radial component Jr therefore vanishes and the other components

are given by
dB, , A

j = . _ 1 , j = i d (rBJ .
6 dr z r dr 0

Since the configuration for the stability to be tested must be in equi-

librium state, radial distribution of the plasma pressure p must be governed

by the MHD equilibrium equation (A-8), which reduce to
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dr z or r dr v e'

Starting from eq.(A-18) and taking normal mode solutions

1 = (5r(r). 5e(p).

We obtain three coupled equations:

(-P2/r - 2Be(-^)

iu)2p(rB9n - krc)/(mB0 - krBz) = -i(2kBQBz/r
2) y

- rBzn)/(mBe - krBz) i(2kBQVr2) y

+ ((YP/r + B2/r)y')' + y(pn)1

(A-19.a)+

i (Ytnp/r

i(Ykp/r

{{kBQ + mB2/r

• • W

i(Ymp/r)n + i

+ Be(mBz/r +

iYkpn - i { (k

W + 2(kB(

+ kBe)/r)y'

({k2 + m2/r!

«,.*>,•

2 + m2/r2)B,

3/r)5

!)BZ) (A-19.b)

(A-19.c)
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where we have used the variables y = r£, n, Z and accents mark denotes

differentiation with respect to r. n and z are defined as the following

equations,

Be

From eqs.(A-19.b) and (A-19.c) we can derive

n = (2kBeco2p(kBe + mBz/r)/Nr2) y

P + F2) - o)2p(kBe + mB s/r)2)/Nr}ii' (A-20)

and

5 = (2kBe(o>2pB + vpF2)/Nr2) JJ

- {(kBe + mBs/r)(YpF2 + o)2p(Yp + B2))/Nr}y' , (A-21)

where

N = u V 2 + (02pG(YP + B2) + GYPF2 ,

F = mBQ/r - kB_

and

G = k2 + m2/r2

Equation (A-19.a) can be rewritten as

- {(u*p + F2 + 2Be(Be/r)')/r}y + [{(Yp + B2)/r}y' + Ypn

+ (kBe + mBz/r)?]' + (2kBQ/rk = 0. (A-22)
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Substitutions of eqs.(A-20) and (A-21) into eq.(A-22) make the final form

of the equation to be solved as

r((o
2p + F'){fti»p(YP + B2) + YPF2)L N -

where we have used the relation p = r£ and u is the growth rate. The growth

rate y and B profile are obtained by solving the equation of motion for r

direction (A-18) under the following boundary conditions. They are:

r£ = 0 at r = 0 ,

£ is relation with i|> given by eq.(A-24) at r = a, and IJJ = 0 at r = b, where

a and b denote the radius of the plasma column and of the conducting shell

respectively. Here eq.(A-24) is

= (nkrBz - mBQ) ?r/r , (A-24)

In practical estimation, BQ(r), Bz(r), p(r) and p are experimentally given.

The growth rate of the instability is obtained by choosing u which gives

Cr(r) for the boundary condition to be satisfied.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. A schematic drawing of the STP-1 toroidal pinch discharge apparatus.

Fig.2. Typical time sequence of the newly developed RFP mode for low and

high current operations.

Fig.3. Time evolutions of four plasma parameters for low current operation.

(A) Typical waveforms of plasma current I , external field B and

total magnetic flux $ t inside copper shell. (B) Time history of

averaged electron line density observed by He-Ne interferometer with

the light path at discharge tube center along vertical direction.

Fig.4. Time evolution of plasma parameters for high-current operation.

(A) Waveforms of I_, BQ and $+. (B) Time history of electron line

density of discharge tube center along z-axis. (C) Soft X-ray

signal detected by pin diode.

Fig.5. Time sequences of three different RFP programming modes. Typical

plasma current I and toroidal field B at the wall are illustrated.

(A) C-mode studied in HBTX-land ZT-S experiments at Culham and Los

Alamos, respectively. (B) M-mode studied in Eta-Beta experiment.

(C) S-mode tested in present STP-1 experiment. (1) Ionization and

pre-heating phase; (2) screw-pinch phase; (3) setting-up phase of

reversed configuration; (4) reversed phase.

Fig.6. Time evolution of toroidal field Bt distribution normalized by

vacuum field at screw pinch phase. These distributions show

para- and diamagnetism owing to radial oscillation. The time given

on the figure is from the start of the discharge.

Fig.7. Time evolutions of Bt and B field distributions during RFP setting

up phase after screw pinch.



Fig.8. Comparison of fields (solid line) and pressure (dotted line)

distribution just after the RFP configuration is set up for two

different modes studied in the same machine with the same charging

voltage of capacitor bank for driving plasma current. (A) The

profiles for B+, Bn and P for the newly developed mode at 13 yseci p

after the start of the discharge with filling deuterium gas of 3.5
_2

x 10 Torr. The arrows show magnetic axis position obtained from

Shafranov's formula. (B) The profiles for the mode obtained by

Culham mode with bias field of 1.75 kG and maximum plasma current

of 42 kA and filling helium gas of 5.0 x 10 Torr.

Fig.9. Time evolution in F-6 diagram for low-current case. F is the field

reversal ratio, F = Bt (wall)/B. (average). 9 is the pinch ratio,

9 = B (wall)/Bt (average). The numbers show the times used in

Fig. .

Fig.10. (A) The profiles for Bt, B and P derived from the profiles of

Fig.6(A) to be convenient for one dimensional ideal MHD stability

analysis, assuming that the center of each magnetic surface is

coincident with cylinder axis.. Magnetic field is normalized by
2B. and P is normalized by B. /2JJ . y is vacuum permeability

and B. is a maximum value of B.. (B) The calculated distribution

of small displacement £ for the mode of m = 1, k = -0.8 for the

profiles of the B., B and P in Fig.7(A).

Fig.11. Growth rate (y) as a function of axial wavenumber k. (A) y for the

profiles of Fig.8(A). (B) y for the profiles of Fig.14(A). y is

normalized by Qpmx/^^ » where a is plasma radius and PQ is plasma

pressure at the center and B is maximum value of B .



Fig.12. At as a function of averaged electron line density ng observed at

discharge tube center along vertical direction. At is a time

necessary for the dip to reach its bottom as is illustrated in

Fig.3(B).

Fig.13. (A) Typical waveforms of I , Bfi and $ t in the case of filling
2

deuterium gas of 3.5 x 10 Torr and with more reversed field than

Fig.3. (B) Typical waveforms of B and $t in the case of filling
2

deuterium gas of 1.7 x 10 Torr with the same maximum plasma

current as the case in figure (A).

Fig.14. Time evolution for three parameters obtained from the operation

given in Fig.11(A). (A) Averaged electron line density observed

by He-Ne interferometer. (B) Radial magnetic field observed at

2.5 cm from center of discharge tube. (C) Growth rate for m = 1

mode calculated from the fields and.pressure profiles with aid

of one dimensional ideal MHD stability code.

Fig.15. Magnetic field components Bt and B as a function of radius as

measured with magnetic probes at 21 ysec of Fig.ll(A). The

pressure profiles (solid line) are derived from the fields with

aid of MHD equilibrium code.

Fig.16. (A) Time profiles for B., B and P derived from the profile of

Fig.12 with the same manner as one in Fig.8(A). (B) The calculated

distributions of £ and B for the mode of m = 1 and k = -2.8

for Bt, P and P profiles of figure (A).

Fig.17. (A) Observed B signals as a function of radius at 19, 20, 21, 22

ysec from the start of the discharge. The solid line is B profile

calculated from Fig.l4(A) field and pressure profiles at 19 ysec

for m = 1 and k = -2.8 mode.



Fig.18. Typical profiles of B , B. and P at 10.5 ys from start of dis-
P >•

charge for high-current case. Estimated poloidal beta 3 = 0.48.

Arrow shows magnetic axis calculated from Shafranov formula.

Fig.19. Time history of one-turn voltage. (A) High-current case with peak

current of 110 kA; (B) Reduced-current case with peak current of

90 kA.



TABLii 1

Low current Hi e;h

Ma.ior radius R (cm)

Minor radius a (cm)

Aspect rrtio of torus

Radius of conducting shell
(cm)

Bias field (G)

Peak toroidal field (Bt)

at plasma center (kG)

Peak plasma current I (kA)

Maximum current density

(kA'cm*)

Mean current densitv
( 2 )

Gas

480

5

58

Pinch ratio 0

Time of ionization phase
Usec)

Time of screw pinch (lAsec) 2,4

Time of setting-up phase
3.6

1.5-?.6

7

2.86

1.75

110

1.P-1.6

P.5

?.4

5.3

V? nr D?

(20-50 mtorr)
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